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Experts are polarised

A SPECTRUM OF OPINION

SCEPTICS EVANGELISTS

Online MOOC courses are too big to work, says 
Stanford head

THE FINANCIAL TIMES

Why MOOCs are transforming the face of 
higher education

THE GUARDIAN

Government is considering using MOOCs in 
classrooms

WIRED UK

The end of MOOCs and the future of education

THE UBYSSEY

Doubts about MOOCs continue
to rise

CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
HUFFINGTON POST

MOOCs
could be revolutionary



It’s the internet…



It’s the internet…stupid!



Which presents enormous 
opportunities…



…to transform the quality 
and effectiveness of 

learning… for everyone



We work with top 
international universities…



We’re proud to count 26 of the UK’s leading universities amongst our partners

PARTNERS
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FutureLearn now has 11 academic partnerships outside the UK, including SISU

ACCESS AN INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP NETWORK



…and a broader network of 
partnerships



We have also partnered with three world famous cultural institutions…

FUTURELEARN OVERVIEW

British Library British Council British Museum

1
6



The BBC is co-developing its first four courses with partner universities

PARTNERSHIPS

BBC



Helping them to embrace digital 
transformation



We are funded and owned by the 
British Open University …







…but we are not a university



November 2014: Sprint 41 review



We aim to bring something fresh 
and different to online learning



We have built FutureLearn ourselves in order to put the learner at the heart of the experience

PUTTING THE LEARNER FIRST

An innovative
social learning 

approach

High quality content,
building on the
best of the web

Simple, delightful,
flexible user experience
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FutureLearn is designed to delight the learner wherever he/she is learning

SIMPLE, DELIGHTFUL, FLEXIBLE USER EXPERIENCE
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We have built FutureLearn ourselves in order to put the learner at the heart of the experience

PUTTING THE LEARNER FIRST

Simple, 
delightful, flexible
user experience

An innovative
social learning 

approach

High quality content,
building on the
best of the web

Simple, delightful,
flexible user experience

An innovative 
social learning approach
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Our social learning approach includes contextual commenting, replies, likes and following

AN INNOVATIVE SOCIAL LEARNING APPROACH

Replies Likes FilteringFollowing

















We have built FutureLearn ourselves in order to put the learner at the heart of the experience

PUTTING THE LEARNER FIRST

Simple, 
delightful, flexible
user experience

An innovative
social learning 

approach

High quality content,
building on the
best of the web

Simple, delightful,
flexible user experience

An innovative 
social learning approach

High quality content,
building on the best of the web



A rich offering to learners

HIGH QUALITY CONTENT BUILDING ON THE BEST OF THE WEB

Storytelling

Practical experiments

Interactive content

The best of the web Robust learning design































Putting learning first



We focus on learning, not testing…
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FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Specific feedback should be given for each incorrect answer
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FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

As well as explaining the correct answer







…peer review, not assessment…



The new approach to online learning is building support for teaching innovation

STIMULATE INNOVATION

SOURCE: Courses, FutureLearn

“It is a pleasure to be 
teaching on this course. It 
is by far and away one of 
the most lively, stimulating 
and refreshing experiences 
of my teaching career.” 

EDUCATOR, CORPUS LINGUISTICS



…progress, not passes…



97%

95%



97%

95%



…participation, not completion.



We are piloting the new Statement of Participation

REVENUE MODELS

• Statements are awarded for 
participation (completion of 
majority of steps in the course 
including all tests)

• Introductory price of £24 
(excl. P&P)
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We do want to meet a wider range 
of learner motivations
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PREMIUM PRODUCTS

We are exploring products to supplement our existing premium offers
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Souvenirs – course posters

NEW REVENUE STREAMS



And piloting the Statements of Attainment

REVENUE MODELS

• Statements are awarded for performance in 
invigilated exams held at test centres worldwide

• Introductory price of £119
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ACCA has sponsored a course with the University of Exeter

PARTNERSHIPS
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WORKING WITH EMPLOYERS 



We measure ourselves 
differently



40%

100% Joiners
Someone who joined the course.
483,082 have joined all courses to date

44%

Returning
Learners
Learners who marked 
steps as complete in 
more than one week

23%
Fully 
Participating 
Learners
Learners who marked 
the majority of steps as 
complete including all of 
the assessments

Learners who make comments

55%

Learners
Joiners who 

viewed at least 
one step of the 

course

LEARNER ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATION

All courses to date

Active
Learners
Learners who marked 
steps as complete

82%



We focus on learners of all 
types – not just students
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Nearly

1,000,000
FutureLearn sign-ups

Over

2,000,000
course sign-ups

LEARNERS
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United Kingdom

United States

China

Ireland

Spain

India

Australia

Canada

Brazil

Russia

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

NEARLY 60% OF LEARNERS COME FROM OUTSIDE THE UK

Int’l:
58%

UK:
42%

Key markets include China and India







Gender Age in Years

DEMOGRAPHICS: NEARLY 60% FEMALE BIAS AND A BALANCE OF AGES

Male:
41%

Female:
59%

56-65 Over 6546-5536-4526-3518-2518 or younger

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

FutureLearn is particularly appealing to women and people outside traditional student age 
groups







Our core metric is our learners’ reaction to our courses. Nearly half rate them excllent, nearly 
everyone would recommend FutureLearn to a friend.

SIGNIFICANT LEARNER SATISFACTION FOR FUTURELEARN'S FIRST COURSES

OK:

9%

17%

OK: 

9%

Excellent:

47%

Poor:

3%

Good:

40%

How would you rate your
overall experience?

Are likely or very likely to
recommend FutureLearn to a friend

94%



Feedback from our learners has been overwhelmingly positive

LEARNERS’ QUOTES

Many, MANY thanks for this 

opportunity to learn things 

for free (I squandered my 

early education opportunities 

and now can't afford it!).

As a 71 year-old mother who 

has spent 20 years trying to 

help a 35 year-old man 

struggling with heroin 

dependency, I have found this 

course very helpful and 

inspiring. I intend to join the 

other mothers who have written 

their stories in the hope of 

reducing the stigma attached to 

addiction.
Thank you all for an incredible journey of discovery. 

An absolutely great course.

Susan, London, on the 
‘Medicines Adherence’ course Stuart, USA, on the Archaeology of Portus course

This magnificent course has 

greatly expanded my knowledge 

in the field of management, as 

well as psychology, goals and 

understanding people.

Lorna, South AfricaDina, Russia, on the Managing People course



It’s not “The end of the 
University”



But an amazing opportunity 
for them to reinvent their 

role in society…
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Transform teaching and 
learning – on and off campus

Build a global
brand

New research forms and 
greater impact

Student recruitment onto 
existing and new courses

International, cross-
industry partnerships

New audiences, markets, 
products, revenues

REINVENTING THE UNIVERSITY

FutureLearn is a catalyst and enabler for digital transformation



Conclusion

Section 2:


